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Influence of the anodic current pulse density on the oxide layers

grown on Al 2024 by the plasma electrolytic oxidation process
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Microarc oxidation or plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) is a promising

process that may advantageously replace conventional anodizing that no

longer complies with the international standards regarding environmental

aspects.

Besides, the high mechanical and chemical properties of oxide layers

achieved by PEO, this process has also advantages of requiring single-step

operation and being environmentally friendly.

However, the PEO coatings become protective in general when their

thickness overcomes 40 µm typically.

Our work aims at achieving thin (< 10 µm) PEO layers on Al 2024, what

would decrease the processing time – and consequently reduce energy

consumption – and change the dimensions of the processed parts within

acceptable range.

For this purpose, we study the influence of the current density in the range

20 – 70 A/dm

2

 on the coating characteristics.

In all cases, SEM analyses performed on layer cross sections show a huge

inhomogeneity in the layer thickness over the sample surface, with a strong

negative gradient from the edge to the centre of the samples. This is due to

the strong variation of the electric field in the vicinity of sample edges (edge

effect) which results in a much higher number of micro-discharges occurring

at these border locations as it was shown by high speed video recording of

the micro-discharges. At the lower current density, layers are irregular and

exhibit a lamellar structure with a high porosity. When increasing the

current density, the layer morphology and structure change. The layer

consists of two sub-layers: an internal (rather) compact sub-layer covered by

an outer porous layer whose top morphology looks like pancakes. On the

other hand, a too high current density results in damaged layers with large

porosities and high roughness.
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